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Overview

Each Study Tour is a directed learning experience for a group of student participants. After several periods of classroom sessions featuring faculty, students embark on site visits to their destination of choice, meeting with industries, NGOs, Hospitals and government leaders, as well as local people. Through these visits, students are able to build on the preparatory course work with an in-depth exploration of industries, companies, NGOs, Hospitals and local places they have visited.

A study tour is a travel experience with specific learning goals. The learning goals of each study tour vary, but are always spelled out that is distributed to each learner. Study tour emphasizes experiential learning and offer both group and self-directed activities that enable learners to explore new territories, cultures, and people.

Study tours are designed to be both fun and educational. A group of faculties socialize freely, and make use of the local recreational and cultural resources of the areas that we visit. However, study tour is not party trips. Students and faculty members can participate in the study tour in this curriculum activity and students are liable to pay study tour fees which are decided by the management.
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The Department of Social Work, N. S. Patel Arts college, Anand offers Graduate (B.S.W.) and Post-Graduate (M.S.W and M.H.R.M) Degrees in the field of Professional Social Work and this department organize a study tour at different states for Final year students of Social Work every year and this time, a team of faculties and students have planned to organize study tour for the Sr. M.S.W. students at Nashik. This study tour is being success, not by the faculty members and students only, but it is being by many of the people who directly or indirectly contribute his/her guidance and support to us and this is best opportunity for us to extent our gratitude for them.
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Introduction

About College

N. S. Patel Arts College “A college with difference,” as it is popularly known; N S Patel Arts College was started way back in 1970 with a view to imparting value-based education at an affordable cost to the people, especially girls of Milk City Anand and its surrounding villages. The first venture of Sardar Patel Education Trust, the college came into being through the generous donation of Rs. 1,11,111/- by late Shri Naranbhai Shankarbhai Patel. The college, today, stand at the entrance of the trust welcoming all seeking value based knowledge by running various courses of Humanities and Social Sciences at UG and PG level in addition to the professional courses like MHRM, MSW and MPA.

The Principal, Dr. Mohan Patel is the backbone of N S Patel Arts College. His dynamic and intelligent leadership leads to phenomenal growth of the college. Altruism and industrious attitudes, his strengths are the key factors for the expansion of the college.

The aim of this college is to broaden the outlook of students by emphasizing the values and virtues of life through education inclusive of positive thinking, develop analytical skills, moral, social and aesthetic values. For the teachers strive to keep them abreast at least with the latest development in their own fields.

The college takes upon itself two-fold responsibility of achieving individual and collective development of the population as a whole on one hand, and of securing the educational advancement of the backward and marginalized sections of the community as much as possible on the other. National development is envisioned through the uplift of the society in the surrounding area by imparting knowledge and inculcating moral and ethical values to mould responsible citizens with merit and caliber.

About Department (Social Work)

The Dept of social work Anand was established in year 2006. The Dept shapes the creative and innovative personalities of an individual to develop and produce ignited minded new blood of nation for social service. The Dept aims to help students to develop knowledge, skills, attitude and values appropriate to the practice of social work profession. The Dept believes in imparting qualitative and life oriented qualification by assisting the students for their all-round and holistic development. The Dept makes serious efforts to develop skills related to research, capacity building, and policy formulation and planning.

About Nasik Study Tour

Nashik (or Nasik) is one of the holiest Hindu cities from Maharashtra, India. The city is known for its picturesque surroundings and pleasant climate. The Godavari River flows through Nashik from its source, which lies to the southwest of the city, in Trimbakeshwar. Lord Rama along with Lakshmana and Sita spent 14 years of his
exile at Tapovan near Nashik. At the same place Lord Laxman, by the blessing of Lord Rama, cut off the nose of Shurpnakha and thus this place was named as “Nasik” (From Sanskrit word ‘Nasika’). Several other references to the Ramayan era can be found in Nashik, which includes the Sita Gumpha caves, from where Sita, Lord Rama’s wife, was abducted by Ravana.

Kumbmela held in Nashik once in 12 years along with four other cities in India.

The city is also noted for its participation in freedom struggle. Freedom fighters like Veer Savarkar and Anant Kanhere were born in Nashik. The founder of Indian Movies Dadasaheb Phalake was from Nashik and was started his work from Nashik. Kusumagraj Shirvadkar was famous poet from Nashik.

Nasik is also known as Grape City as Grape is major fruit from Nasik. As many wine companies are growing in Nasik it is also known as wine city.

Nasik is fast growing city in industrial sector. It is having its own vast history about industries. MIDC (Maharashtra Industrial Development Co-operation) have developed industrial zone in different area like Ambad, Satpur, Gonde, Igatpuri, Sinnar. Nashik today is one of the fastest growing cities of India and has even been identified as a tier-2 metro. The city’s economy is driven chiefly by the engineering and manufacturing industry (which has been around since the seventies) as well as the progressive agriculture in area surrounding the city.

Objectives of Nashik Study Tour

- To orient students in-depth about different organizations like industries, hospitals, Government organizations & NGOs
- To get practical exposure from various organizations
- To enable the students self-reliable & self-dependent for surviving their lives
- To get involvement the students in the whole process of study tour activity
- To enable learners to explore new territories, cultures, and living pattern of the people
- To provide the educational and organizational leadership for the group in cooperation with professional educators (faculties)
- To provide learning experiences apart from the classroom sessions
Committees - Role & Responsibilities

Coordinators

1. Dharmesh Prajapati
2. Karishma Parmar

- To be in contact of faculties
- To be in touch with all the leaders of committees
- To maintain overall decorum before and during study tour
- To coordinate all the affairs of study tour with all
- To be a bridge between the students and faculty members
- To communicate important notices and information to all the students
- To take feedback from all the students regarding their practices during study tour
- To lead the group for their aspirations
- To carry out over all planning and practices in study tour

Planning Committee

1. Alpesh Parmar (Leader)
2. Viral Parmar
3. Niru Pagi
4. Neeta Chavda
5. Ashmita Khant
6. Jagdish Bharvad
7. Dipak Jangam
8. Trushar Vasava

- To be responsible for all the dealings regarding planning
- To prepare the blue print of the study tour including aim and objectives with motives
- To work in team and involve every members of planning committee for planning
- To search out the relevant NGOs, Industries, Hospitals and other agencies to visit
- To establish good rapport with all the other committee members and update them regarding the all affairs of study tour
- To give brief about the agencies to be visited

Public Relations Committee

1. Ketul Thakkar (Leader)
2. Arun Waghela
3. Jitendra Tadpada
4. Poonam Yadav
5. Nootan Rai
6. Naresh Dodiyar
7. Lalit Rathod
8. Khushboo Verma
- To coordinate with all committee especially planning committee
- To organize daily meetings after every visits of a day
- To maintain the daily work records before, during and after study tour
- To discuss with all leaders of the committees and take reports of daily work
- To contact with the coordinators after every day visits
- To prepare presentation of the study tour
- To submit all the reports to the respective faculties
- To prepare a report of whole study tour with photographs

**Recreational & Health Committee**  
[11 Members]

1. Ankur Patel (Leader)
2. Himesh Vankar
3. Dipali Bhoi
4. Hina Saiyed
5. Bharat Parmar
6. Dilip Padhiyar
7. Nirav Waghela
8. Jayesh Patel
9. Kiran Raj
10. Vijay Parmar
11. Manish Muniya

- To get more participation of the students in the cultural & Daily recreational activities
- To organize daily recreational activity and make a fun for all
- To help each committee members
- To look after the health issues of students

**Finance Committee**  
[04 Members]

1. Bhavna Chavda (Leader)
2. Sweta Upadhyaya (Leader)
3. Rashmi Waghela
4. Kalpesh Rajput

- To be engaged in all the financial affairs and maintain the records
- To give the money for all the expenditure regarding study tour
- To contact the students and collect money from them
- To maintain all the records and documents of fiscal affairs
- To assist all the members of the committee
- To prepare estimated budget for the study tour

**Transportation & Accommodation Committee**  
[04 Members]

1. Moh. Rafik Diwan (Leader)
2. Mayur Panchal
3. Vijay Rohit
4. Sufiyan Vohra

- To make an arrangement for transportation
- To manage the students while travelling during the study tour
- To make available transportation at the actual time for visits
- To contact different travel agencies and approach the best one
- To keep in touch with the driver of bus and travel agency
- To keep records of Km and time of departures and arrivals

**Food Committee**

[07 Members]

1. Ruchi Parmar (Leader)
2. Dharti Bhatt
3. Shailesh Makwana
4. Ankit Patel
5. Himanshu Solanki
6. Mayank Parmar
7. Shahanawazali Saiyad

- To decide the menu for every day, Breakfast and Dinner
- To provide the Breakfast and Dinner on the regular time
- To serve the food in the proper way
- Try to provide healthy and heavy breakfast.
- Try our best that all the members can get Breakfast and Dinner sufficiently, and no one left from it.
- Try to maintain the quality and also quantity of the food.
- Try that our friends may satisfy with the menus and food, and also with the quality of food.

**Discipline Committee**

[05 Members]

1. Chetan Dhoot (Leader)
2. Pawan Aasani
3. Rajesh Prajapati
4. Darshana Patel
5. Ankita Charel

- To maintain discipline among students
- To regulate the rules followed by the students during study tour
- To maintain the decorum of study tour
- To follow the code of conduct of particular agency
- To work systematically in the study tour by all the committees
- In case of misbehaviour a measure of strict actions to be taken against him
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Agency /Industry</th>
<th>Address/Contact Person &amp; No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16/10/2013</td>
<td>07:30 pm</td>
<td>Departure from Anand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/10/2013</td>
<td>11:30 am</td>
<td>Nirmala Home for Aged</td>
<td>Dsouza Colony, College Road, Nashik - 422005 Contact: (0253) 2342047 ‘Satguru’s’, Opp. Water Tank, Mahatma Nagar, Nashik 422007 0253-606667, 6601666, 6605666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17/10/2013</td>
<td>01:30 pm</td>
<td>Six Sigma Medicare &amp; Research Ltd,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18/10/2013</td>
<td>12:00 pm</td>
<td>Ginger Groups of Hotels ***</td>
<td>Plot No 20, Near Satpur MIDC Police Station Near Bank Of India Satpur Branch, Trimbakeshwar Road, Satpur, Nashik - 422007 Contact: Mr. Nitin Sodhi - 09225106292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18/10/2013</td>
<td>02:30 pm</td>
<td>Bholenathji Foods</td>
<td>f-125, MIDC, Satpur Nashik Contact: Mr. Ramesh Chaudhary 09423230947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/10/2013</td>
<td>12:00 am</td>
<td>Nerlikar Hospital</td>
<td>Near Jehan Circle, Gangapur Road, Nashik 422 013 Maharashtra, India Contact: Mr. Kripan, 09822689125, 0253 - 2342471, 2342474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/10/2013</td>
<td>01:45 pm</td>
<td>Shubhashree Bahuuddasiya Seva Santha</td>
<td>7, Kaweri smuriti wakil wadi, Ashok Stambh, Nashik Contact: Mr. Nitin Sonawane, 09273449448, 0253 33022100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19/10/2013</td>
<td>03:45 pm</td>
<td>Sanskar Niketan</td>
<td>Plot No. 24, Shiv Samarth Nagar, Near RTO office, Peth Raod, Nashik Contact- 9922942981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/10/2013</td>
<td>09:30 am</td>
<td>Nirmal Gram Nirman Kendra</td>
<td>At Govardhan P.O. Gangapur Via Nashik PIN : 422 222 Maharashtra, India Contact: Ms. Nalini M.Navreka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20/10/2013</td>
<td>11:30 am</td>
<td>Varsha Industries</td>
<td>1362\1 Thakare, Old Agra Road, Opposite Mazada Hotel, Old Agra Road, Nashik, MH 422001 Contact: Mr. Vasant Chaudhari 09225106976, 0253 238 2120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Site Scene</td>
<td>Sita Gufa, Ganga Ghat, Tapovan, Kalaram.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16/10/2013: As per the Plan, we communicated with all the students and faculties of Nashik Study tour to reach N. S. Patel Arts College at 5:00 Pm but bus arrived at 8:00 Pm. We left Anand at 8:30 pm and at 10:30 pm we picked up few students from Baroda and move towards Nashik via Dharmpur valsad Road.

**Day-1**

**Date: 17/10/2013.**

In the morning at 7:30 am we reached Nashik and we all went to our stay place which is located on Nashik Road named as: “Kutch Kadva Patidar Samaj.” There we met Mr. Khetesinhbhai-President of that Vadi. And he led us the rooms where girls, boys and teachers were to stay. After shifting our luggage in room we all took together for breakfast and tea. At 11:00 am we all went by bus to our first visit-
NGO: “Nirmala home for aged.” To approach the concern person our faculty Mr. Hiren Shrimali and one student Ketul met Sister Merry and started the visit in 2 clusters of students to visit the NGO. After the visit we all assembled in a huge hall for the interaction with all. There first sister Merry introduced herself and about NGO. Then one student introduced about our college, course, and aim to visit NGO. After introduction question and answer started where students asked questions like: what is the difference you seen in the generation thinking and behaving, how you feel in this NGO, how they spend their time in NGO and many more questions. Their answer was awesome and we learnt the personal values and relations of life. And we went out from that NGO at 01:00 Pm.

After that we reached at 01:30 Pm to our second visit in Hospital: “Six Sigma Medicare & Research limited.” To approach the concern person our faculty Mr. Hiren Shrimali and Mr. Arpit Patel met Dr. Atul Sathe and he concerned Dr. Michegandha Kutle and Mrs. Archna to start the visit. We had interaction on focusing mainly on Role of Medical Social worker in medical setting, Duties and functions of social work in hospital, maintenance of staff, counseling with patient and doctors and management. After that from the hospital we all had tea and biscuits. Then as a token of love we gave them a memento for their valuable time and lifelong learning and we went at 03:30 Pm and we reached vadi at 04:30 Pm.

At 07:30 Pm we all together took dinner. At 09:00 Pm we all assembled in hall for our first evaluation meeting and discussed about two visits learning and experiences. Faculties guided us the improvements. Meeting end up at 11:00 Pm and for half an hour we all enjoy recreational activity till 11:30 Pm.

Day - 2

Date: 18/10/2013

On 18th October, 2013, we started our day with a prayer ‘Itni Shakti’. One of our coordinators Ms. Karishma Parmar presented the schedule of the day in front of all students. After that, a leader of Planning Committee Mr. Alpesh Parmar gave a brief introduction about all the organizations i.e. Ginger Group of Hotels and Bholenathaji Foods. Mr. Arpit Patel (Convener of the study tour) also added in the speech of Mr. Parmar what we have to do & we have not to do during the visit. Other faculty members also added which kind of questions we can ask and other instructions were also given to all the students.
A team reached Ginger hotel at around 12:00 o’clock. To approach the concern person, our faculty Ms. Ishita Joshi and Ms. Roshani Prajapati along with few students of PR committee met Mr. Nitin Sodhi to permit us for visit and arrange a small interaction. He permitted us for the same but he was busy in his schedule so he contacted a manager of the hotel Mr. Duttatatre Auti and suggested that he held the session and helped us for the visit. So Mr. Auti firstly instructed us that we were divided into small group of the students (15-16 students) and rest of the groups sat in the assembly hall. After formation of small group, we visited whole campus of the hotel. After the visit we all assembled in an assembly hall for the interaction with Mr. Auti. There Mr. Auti introduced himself and about Ginger Group of Hotels. In that he added that they are working on self-service approach so the guests can reduce their cost and everyone can afford the services of the hotel.

At the same time Mr. Sodhi entered into the hall and we all welcomed him by wishing Good afternoon. He was very impressed by us. Mr. Ketul Thakkar introduced our college, course, and aim behind the visit. He gave a space for arranging questions- answers session. Few of the students asked the questions regarding to the hotel, some asked about HR functions, HR policy, laws are implemented in the hotel, management system of the hotel and others. After the discussion, one student presented mementos and thanks letter to Mr. Sodhi and requested for a group photo. PR committee clicked a group photo of the students with Mr. Sodhi & His team.

After visit of the hotel industry we went out for the manufacturing company ‘Bholenathaji Foods’. When he reached at Bholenathaji foods, our concerned person Mr. Ramesh Chaudhary was not there but our faculty had managed by contacted with him. Mr. Chaudhary talked with his gateman and told him that he permit us to visit the industry and help us. During the visit we understood the Namkeen manufacturing procedure and conditions of workers in the Industry. The women workers also helped us. When we visited, Mr. Chaudhary came back and he immediately joined with us and provided guidance and information about the company. The students also purchased few products of Namkeen. At the end a student offered thanks letter to Mr. Chaudhary and left the place. Planning committee announced a time for dinner, celebration of Sharad Purnima & evaluation meeting with coordination of faculty members. At 07:00 pm we all gathered for dinner. At 07.30 pm we had participated in the program and we enjoyed a lot with Garba, Ras & Dance (Group dance & Solo Dance).
we all together for evaluation meeting. The students discussed about two visits and learning & experiences of the day. Faculties were happy with our learning and guided us for better improvements. Meeting end up at 11:00 pm and for half an hour we all enjoy recreational activity till 11:30 pm.

Day - 3

Date: 19/10/2013

On 19th October, 2013, we started our day with a prayer ‘Mangal Mandir Kholo’. One of our coordinators Ms. Karishma Parmar presented the schedule of the day in front of all students. After that, a leader of Planning Committee Mr. Alpesh Parmar gave a brief introduction about all the organizations i.e. Nerlikar Hospital, Shubhashree Bahuuddasiya Seva Santha & Sanskar Niketan. Our faculties guided us about the working area of NGOs and importance of NGOs in developing country.

We reached at 12:00 pm to our visit in Hospital: “Nerlikar Hospital & Research Institute.” To approach the concern person our faculty Mr. Hiren Shrimali and Ms. Ishita Joshi met Dr. Bhavna Nerlikar B.D.S (MUHS), and her husband Dr. Vinayak Nerlikar (MS ORTHO) and she concerned Mrs Mala Giri to start the visit. During the visit she discussed about several treatment of patients. We also discussed on several topic such as Role of Medical Social worker in medical setting, process of De-addiction, role of social worker in De-addiction center, maintenance of staff, counseling with patients and doctors and management. Then as a token of love we gave them a memento & Thanks Letter for their valuable time and lifelong learning and then we moved away for the next visit.

Our next visit of day is - ‘Shubhashree Bahuuddasiya Seva Santha’, it is located in a market place and a very small organization. We met Mrs. Shivangi Bairagi (Post Graduate in Arts and Painting) & her husband Dr. Pramod Bairagi. They gave jointly efforts for the upliftment of the society. This NGO has been registered in the year of 2002. This organization offered various courses: Carpentry, Beauty Parlor, Cooking, Embroidery, Painting, Craft Making, Sewing and others which give the employment to the tribal people. They are not dependent on any grants of the government. After her conversation, students were interacting with her on several points which would be helpful in his professional as well as personal life. Then as a token of love we gave them a memento & Thanks Letter for their valuable time and lifelong learning.
Around 03.45 pm, we reached at ‘Sanskar Niketan - Ek Paripurm Shala’. Mr. Shrimali approached to a concerned person Mr. Methew and he permitted us. Firstly we met a Gujarati couple and interacted with them. A husband had taken whole responsibility of the interaction. He communicated in Gujarati where we felt that we are in our family. He gave good information about organization and their philosophy which was basically related to ‘Swadhyay Parivar’. There are 18-20 teachers working in this movement. They organize summer camp, sport camp, spiritual camp or others. They always try to help the people to be a good citizen and self-dependent. At the last, Mr. Arpit Patel added in his speech that this movement is slightly similar to social entrepreneurship and social enterprise and finished his speech with presenting memento & thanks letter. At the end of the day, we all gathered for dinner, evaluation meeting & recreational program.

Day - 4

Date: 20/10/2013

On 20th October, 2013, we started our day with a prayer ‘Tu Pyar ka sagar hai’. One of our coordinators Mr. Dharmesh Prajapati presented the schedule of the day in front of all students. After that, a member of Planning Committee Ms. Ashmita Khant gave a brief introduction about all the organizations i.e. Nirmal Gram Nirman Kendra & Varsha Industries. At time Our faculties gave a surprise trip at Sita Gufa, Ganga Ghat, Tapovan & Kaleshwar Temple.

In the morning we visited first organization ‘Nirmal Gram Nirmal Kendra’ Mr. Hiren Shrimali, Mr. Arpit Patel & a student approached to the concerned person Ms. Nalini Navdekar & got the permission. Firstly we went for the visit of organization and then we assembled in a hall and she welcomed us in her organization and introduced about the organization and their work. She had organized a small
presentation which guided us about the history of the organization. This NGO (Nirmal Gram Nirman Kendra) was established in 1985 A.D. It was a model village designed by state government. They are mainly worked for healthy & safety environment. They used wastages and made it for fertilizer, Soak Kit, Bio-Gas plant, Chamberless Toilet, Fixed Floting Dome. They run program Training-Expermentation, Education, and Extension and integrated Sanitation. They demonstrated this program among villagers and helped them to live an enrich life with the help of waste. After the presentation she gave few minutes for questions- answers session and students asked intelligent questions and her replies & feedback were also awesome and we had learnt the personal values and relations of life. Then as a token of love we gave them a memento & Thanks Letter for their valuable time and lifelong learning.

On 11:30 O’clock we reached at Varsha Industries. Ms. Ishita Joshi approached to our contacted person Mr. Vasant Chaudhary (Electrical Engineer) & his son Nilesh Chaudhary (Production Manager). Further they guided us about the organization. There we knew about rubber making process and demand of rubbers in all over the world. They were producing rubber and gave different shapes accordingly to the demand of the customers and supplied them. Their customers are around the world. Then students asked such questions to him and lastly as a token of love we gave them a memento & Thanks Letter. After that students were very excited to go for a trip. We visited decided places and enjoyed a lot and came back. At end of the day, we had done same activity - Joined in Dinner, Evaluation Meeting & Recreational.

Day: 05
Date: 21/10/2013

In the morning at 08:00 AM, we all assembled for the prayer and after prayer coordinators informed all regarding the visits and then we consumed breakfast and move towards our visits. Sharp at 09:00 AM we reached “COCO-COLA.” Then Mr. Arpit Patel, Mr. Hiren Shrimali and a student Mr. Keul Thakkar met to the concerned person named as Mrs. Dipikaben Dixit quality assistant in Coco-cola. Then all students along with faculties are divided into two groups for the organizational visits and during visits we interacted and get information regarding Industrial Productivity, Quality Management, Operational Systems, and micro
information about workforce management and at end of visit, we gave them a memento & Thanks Letter.

At 01:30 PM we reached to the next visit in Nashik Engineering Clusters. There Mr. Arpit Patel, Mr. Hiren Shrimali contacted to Mr. Gune and Mr. Gune advised us to contact Mr. Vikram Tamalkar – Study tour Coordinator. Then our faculty members approached to him and he joined with us. First he arranged a small presentation on the organization. Then he clustered the students into four groups for the visit. During the visit we came to know overall about the organization and its working systems and policies. At last we presented them a memento as a token of love & Thanks Letter.

At 04:00 pm we all reached to the last visit of the day in “N-Gravetek” which is also known as “Sidharath Engineering.” Mr. Arpit Patel and Mr. Hiren Shrimali with student Mr. Lalit Rathod met Mr. Tushar Tambat and Mr. Nitin Tambat. We visited the small scale unit with interacting regarding their products, customer satisfaction and structure of unit. Lastly as a token of love we gave them a memento & Thanks Letter.

At 06:00 pm we reached at vadi. And at 07:30 PM we all assembled for the dinner and at 10:00 PM we did evaluation meeting and recreational activity at 11:30 PM we went up.
In early morning, we all assembled for the prayer & breakfast. After the prayer coordinators informed all regarding the visits and then we consumed breakfast and move towards our visits. We reached “HCG Curie Manavta Cancer Centre” Then Mr. Mr. Hiren Shrimali, Ms. Ishita Joshi along with two students of PR committee met to the concerned person named Dr. Prafullaben and talked about the visit. She gave a charge in the hand of Mrs. Sheetal Shaudhary. Students along with faculties were divided into two groups for the visits. After visit she gave informain regarding to the hospital and its various departments like OPD, ICU, Radiation Planting Room, Moulding Room etc. They were providing training to the villagers and always being in touched with them & helped them time by time. A student presented a memento as a token of love & Thanks Letter.

In the afternoon we reached to our next visit - ‘Mahila Hakka Saurakshan Samiti’, it is located in the campus of Nagar Palika of Nashik.. it had two units. One is corporate office and second is site office. First Ms. Roshani Dalwadi & Mr. Arpit Patel along with two members of PR committee met Mrs Hema Patvardhanto and made arrangement for the visit. She suggested us that we went to site office and arranged discussion there because it has not enough space. We went to site office with her. There we met some women who were working in field and helped village women to join in SHGs and organized awareness lecturers on women empowerment and various government schemes for women. Mrs Hema Patvardhanto also discussed about the women empowerment and shared her experiences in the real field of social work. Girls Students also shared their views and took help how protect themselves from social evils. The interaction with real social workers was a great exposure for the students and it also helps the students in the real life. At last we presented a vote of thanks and gave a memento with thanks letter.

In the evening, we went to Abhivyakti Media for Development. Our faculty members and students approached Mr. Nitin and got the permission for the visit & interaction. The students along with faculty members interacted with him on various topics like role of media in the development of the society, media and social work, Generalization and publication, Importance of recording in our personal as well as professional life and many more. After the discussion, the students gave vote of thanks and mementos. We left from the NGO.
Day-7

Date: 23/10/2013

In the morning at 07:00 am we all together met in a hall for prayer and packed our heavy breakfast with us and at 7:30 am we all left vadi and move towards religious place at Shri Saibaba temple. At 09:30 am we reached Saibaba temple, Sirdi and spent time over there. At 01:30 pm we took lunch in Sai bhojnayalaya and move towards Shaneshawer Temple. At 04:00 pm we reached at Shani Shaneshwar temple and we spent few time in temple. At 05:00 pm we went from there towards our vadi. At 7:00 PM we reached to vadi. At 8:00 PM we took dinner together and assembled for the recreational meeting. At 10:00 PM we wind up.

Day-8 & 9

Date: 24/10/2013 and 25/10/2013

In the morning at 8:00 am we assembled in a hall for the prayer then we took breakfast. At 10:00 am all went for shopping in City Central Mall of Nashik and at 12:00 pm we move towards Saputara. At 3:00 pm we reached there and then had fun over there by visiting 10 places in four cars with the group of 8 students with faculties and also done night boating. At 7:30 pm we left Saputara and move towards Anand via Dharampur-Valsad road. At 6:00 am we dropped students to baroda on National Highway No. 8 and reached college at 8:00 AM.
Observations & Learning

Observations:

During the whole study tour, we had visited various industries, hospitals and NGOs as per our planned. We had observed several things which may be helpful to us in our personal as well as professional life.

GINGER Group of Hotels:-

- “Ginger group of Hotels” was a Smart & multi-cuisine hotel where Guests come in and moves on. They are not focused on luxurious things, but focused on Customer satisfaction & their cost so it is working on concept of ‘Self-Service’.
- “Ginger group of hotels” provided numerous facilities to their employees like Dress Code, Gymnasium and Pantry area also.
- The hotel donated 10 lakh linen through Ginger groups of hotels to joys of the weeds, orphans children, they call children from orphan organize party foods and all joyful activities.

Bolenathji Foods:

- We observed that lack of workplace seems to be very untidy.
- We observed that there is any management system isn’t controlled. Not any health, safety and hygiene facility in the workplace. And there was not any cleanliness at the work place and some food product seems unhygienic.

Nerlikar Hospital & Research Institute:-

- The hospital is located in market area and it is unhygienic, stinking badly and very congested but their working area is on field tribal area.
- There are numbers of addicted patients and took blood test of the patients to check whether the patients are having HIV positive or not.

Shubhashree Bahuuddasiya Seva Sanstha:-

- The employees of the organization involved in the activity of craft work like fountains, handmade cards, paintings, oil paintings, abstract art etc
- The organization was basically working on the all round development of the tribal people. For that they go at grass root level and work cooperatively with them.

Sanskar Niketan “Ek Paripurn Shala:-

- All the teachers are still believed that they are learners.
- The teachers of the school are voluntarily jointed and they strictly worked with the concept of ‘Swadya Parivar’ (They are together for profit but for getting enough remuneration and serve to the society and helping their students in the process of being a good citizen)
Nirmal Gram Nirman Kendra:-

- “Nirmal Gram Nirman Kendra” is a model village where the social workers maintain healthy and hygiene environment of their surrounding area.
- It is worked on the strategy of “Waste is Best” and they collect waste and used it in proper manners.
- They strictly followed ‘Gandhian Philosophy’

Varsha Industry:-

- Varsha Industry was a small scale industry with high reputation and privileged.
- We observed that various raw materials & chemicals to be used to produce Rubber.
- Varsha industry deals with all kinds of clients and it was working globally and it was a leading industry in rubber manufacturing in India.
- The motto of the industry is Customers’ Satisfaction.

Hindustan Coca-Cola beverages Pvt Ltd:-

- This plant produces various coca-cola Soft drinks products like Sprite, Mazza, Mirinda, Thums-up, etc.
- “Hindustan Coca-Cola beverages Pvt Ltd” also provided the labour legislation and health, safety and Welfare facilities to the workers.
- Proactive Pursuit for continual improvement by minimizing risks and maximum opportunities is a one of best strategy which has been implemented in this industry.

Nasik Engineering Cluster:-

- It is a large scale industry with highly reputation and privileged.
- There are good facilities provided like, Centralized Air Conditioned in Auditorium with 8 Boosters, Prototyping centre for designing, Technical labs, Business centre, YCMOU study centre.
- We also observed that most of the machineries are bought from Germany and Switzerland.

“N-Gravetek” Siddhant Engineering Services:-

- N-Gravetek is a manufacturing and exporting company and it is manufacturing CNC machine and exporting around the country. The most of the clients are from Gujarat.

HCG Curie Manavta Cancer Centre:-

- It is introduced first IMRT machine in North Maharashtra.
- Hodgkin’s lymphoma occurs at younger age around 10-25 years of age, Hodgkin’s Lymphoma is 95% curable and 5% Controllable.
We also observed that the hospital was providing the unique infrastructure and have Eco-friendly Interiors.

Mahila Hakka Suraksha Samiti:-

- They are working for women to make them self-dependent by providing women micro finance, micro credit and also helping them in domestic violence and aware about rights of women.
- NGO also provided Gas Lines Service to 300+ families
- This NGO is also providing vocational training to the school children as well as to the school dropout children.

Abhivyakti Media for Development:-

- The Social workers of this organization are also working with Media, Printing Media and Electronic Media
- Advertisement Company is quite interested in commercial Advertisements.

Learning

“Only curious always helps us to learn something from each moment”, this has always exited us more than intelligence quotes. We had learnt several points during the whole process of study tour with the guidance of our learning teachers. These points are classified into two categories i.e. Personal and Professional.

Personal Learning

Courtesy towards work is necessary; efforts will come automatically and leads to success.

Learning is only based on the sharp observation & a great proclivity to do something and observation is one of the best techniques for learning.

Learning is a part of our life so it can be found anywhere.

We believed that wastage is nothing but if we use wastage (vast+age), we can survive our whole life with the help of wastage.

To be an asset of an organization, we should be a loyal and committed towards our work.

Professional Learning

We learned professionally from visit of various organizations and our professional teachers during study tour. These are as follows:

We have learnt about management system, management functions, leadership & workforce management, organizational system, management policies, organizational cultural & climate, & many more.

We understood social securities which are given to the workforce of the organization i.e. Gratuity, PF, Pension, VRS scheme etc.
We learnt professional & managerial behavioral etiquettes & attitudes with efficient work ethics and values.

We learnt about importance of group building and team work

We learned about documentation and record keeping & report writing

Gallery
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